
Material The extensive Dalton collection is a 

combination of real Emperador marble with sleek black 

painted metal bases. The oval-shaped coffee table and 

a side table have wooden legs with a gold-plated cap 

at the bottom.

Marble is a product of nature; please note that patterns 

in the marble may differ from the image.

Possibilities Dalton consists of the following items: 

a set of round side tables, a set of round coffee tables, 

a small round round side table (with wooden legs), an 

oval-shaped coffee table (with wooden legs), a round 

swivel coffee table with 2 tops, a sofa table, a large 

round coffee table, a round dining table, 2 rectangular 

dining tables (200 and 230cm x 94cm), a set of square 

pillars and an oval-shaped desk.

Maintenance As for the bases it is sufficient to 

wipe it with a (slightly damp) cloth. Never use abrasive 

cleaners as they can leave scratches in the metal.

Remove stains or spilled liquids directly from the table 

tops; DO NOT rub spilled liquids, but dab it with kitchen 

paper or an absorbent cloth. DO NOT use silicone-

containing furniture care products or a solvent such as 

stain remover, white spirit, benzene, thinner or similar 

agents.

Stains can be removed with some water and some 

natural soap. Do not use detergents with bleach 

additives (e.g. lemon).

IMPORTANT: marble is porous; it is best to protect it 

against stains with a layer of the supplied wax. You can 

also order this wax from us. We also recommend using 

coasters.

In this way you keep your furniture beautiful and enjoy 

it for a long time.

Delivery time The delivery time of the Dalton 

collection is 4 weeks.

Dalton



7033 36x110x55 cm 7034 45xØ60 cm 7035 66x45x40 cm

7036 35xØ90 cm

7040 110x40x40 cm 7041 75x160x60 cm variations

7037 76xØ130 cm 7039 75x230x94 cm

Dalton

7030 57xØ45 cm 7031 46xØ91,5 cm 7032 45xØ40 cm
7030 50xØ34 cm 7031 36xØ76 cm

7034 36xØ76 cm

7038 75x200x94 cm

7040 95x30x30 cm


